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William Hill is the home of betting, and 

one of the world's most respected sports 

books starting in 1934 in the UK, and 

expanding across the globe—launching 

in the U.S. in 2012. 

Originally created as a postal betting 

service, William Hill was built on people-

first ideals, and has used this philosophy 

to transform both the company itself and 

sports betting at large.

OUR 
BEGINNING
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our 
purpose

For 85 years, we have been a 

company that powers the convictions 

of our customers. Because when 

you believe in something, you will be 

prepared to bet on it. The world is full 

of people who hedge, and hesitate, 

and never fully put themselves on 

the line. We are not for those people. 

We are William Hill and we are for the 

person who will take a stake. 

We write a million bets a day from all 

kinds of people on all kinds of sports, 

because, as a brand, we believe in the 

believers. The people who will place 

a bet, and put their money where 

their mouth is. Yes, our customers 

are betting on sports, but they are 

also betting on themselves. Their 

knowledge, their gut, their home 

team. At William Hill, we know that it 

takes bravery to bet. And we proudly 

salute and support those who have 

the courage of their convictions.
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our 
positioning
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Our founder made his name on the 

belief in proving himself right.  

William Hill began taking bets in 1923—

before sports betting was mainstream, 

and before he had a company to build. 

Just on the belief that sports betting 

could be bigger than it was and deserved 

its due. And it was this belief in his 

convictions that built William Hill Sports 

Betting—against all odds—to become 

the largest sports book in the UK and 

now the largest in America.
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We don’t need to tell people we’re 

the best. We show it. Through our 

actions and our history. 

We walk and talk with a swagger. 

A quiet confidence that speaks 

loudly. A belief in ourselves. 

We are the voice of the everyman. 

As comfortable in row one 

as we are in the bleachers. 

We have wit.

We have smarts. 

We have sports knowledge. 

We are the brand you want to 

celebrate  your wins with. 

We are William Hill. 
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Not for the pros or the bros— 
we are for the everyday sports bettor. 

Our audience is not here for useless 
punditry or Monday morning 

quarterbacks. They have a deep love for 
sports and appreciate the intangibles 

of sports betting. The self-satisfaction, 
community, and excitement are as 

important as, if not more so than, the 
financial rewards. Above all, they are 

united by the conviction that runs in the 
blood of “the everyday bettor”—winning 

is good, but being right is better.
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BRAND
ARCHITECTURE
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we value 
authenticity

we respect 
our rich history

we are GROUNDED 
IN A LOVE OF SPORT

we are
FUELED BY BELIEF

we empower 
conviction

Risk-taking, game-changing, and a spirit 

of “why not” runs through the DNA of our 

brand, employees, and culture.

We are real to our customers so they 

can bet on their terms and have an 

experience that isn’t skewed

by pros, or diminished by bros.

Created by a man who believed in himself,

we are a company built on a rich history

of conviction in our actions.

Our customers, partners, and employees

are all people willing to put themselves 

out there for what they believe in.

We are a business in the world of sports,

but are fans of the game first; of the 

nail biters, upsets, and legends 

our customers live for.
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our 
products

William Hill sports books are well-established in 

Nevada and are expanding into casinos, sports venues, 

restaurants, and other retail locations nationally as 

individual states start to allow sports betting.

The William Hill desktop site and mobile app 

are entities that allow users to place bets in 

states that allow mobile and online betting.
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WORDMARK

Our wordmark encapsulates the 

spirit of William Hill. It embodies 

the brand’s long heritage and its 

premium and dependable service, 

with a touch of modern accessibility.

The William Hill logo has been 

optimized for maximum legibility on-

screen and in print, making our brand 

shine at any size and in any medium.
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WORDMARK
logo & signifier

In rare instances when we need to 

clarify what William Hill does, a 

signifier can be added to the 

wordmark.

William Hill with Sports Betting 

is our hero signifier.
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Maintaining the legibility of the logo 

on different formats and mediums 

should always be prioritized. 

The sizes outlined below are a good 

benchmark when scaling the logo. 

 The minimum display size:

 50 px wide by 10 px high

 The minimum print size:

 0.75 in wide by 0.125 in high

For print however, be mindful of how 

the logo reacts to the paper stock, 

the ink, and printing methods that are 

being used, as the legibility could be 

compromised.

WORDMARK
minimum size

10 px / 0.125 in

50 px / 0.75 in
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The minimum negative space around 

the logo is established by the width of 

the “H” in Hill. 

This safety area should be maintained 

around the wordmark at all times. 

WORDMARK
negative space

X X X
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Stick to the hero colorway of the 

William Hill wordmark as often as 

possible. 

The combination of gold and white 

over navy is the best representation 

of the brand and instantly telegraphs 

William Hill.

Other variations of the logo should 

only be used in instances where 

printing restricts the number of 

colors that we can use. 

WORDMARK
logo don'ts
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MONOGRAM

The monogram is our secondary mark. It 

is a more condensed and graphic symbol 

that embodies the spirit of William Hill. 

It must not be used as a substitute for the 

full word mark, but instead live in the same 

ecosystem. 

Its primary purpose is for environments 

where the wordmark can't be used without 

diminishing legibility and clarity.
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Similar to the guidelines around the 

full William Hill wordmark, stick to 

the hero colorway of the William Hill 

wordmark as often as possible. 

MONOGRAM
logo don'ts
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The combination of yellow and white 

over navy is the best representation 

of the brand and instantly telegraphs 

William Hill.

Other variations of the logo should 

only be used in instances where 

printing restricts the number of colors 

that we can use.
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WH_Texture_Blue.psdtexturebackground.psd
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BADGES AND
ICONOGRAPHY

A maximum of one badge should be 

used per execution, and should never 

be the focus of a message.

__WH_Badge_Navy_No1.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST34_Circle.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST_v3.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST_v2.png

__WH_Badge_Blue_85_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Blue_SB_texture.png

__WH_Badge_
Navy_1934_v1.png

__WH_Badge_
Navy_1934_v3.png

__WH_Badge_
Navy_1934_v2.png

__WH_Badge_
Navy_1934_v4.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST34_Diamond_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Navy_
EST34_Diamond_v2.png

Badges should always be textured. Authenticity is more important than 

legibility in this case. Other image file formats including .PNG and .JPG 

files can be found on The Nest.

__WH_Badge_Yellow_No1.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST_v2.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST_v3.png

__WH_Badge_
Yellow_85_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_SB_texture.png

__WH_Badge_
Yellow_1934_v1.png

__WH_Badge_
Yellow_1934_v3.png

__WH_Badge_
Yellow_1934_v2.png

__WH_Badge_
Yellow_1934_v4.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST34_Circle.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST34_Diamond_v1.png

__WH_Badge_Yellow_
EST34_Diamond_v2.png
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PRIMARY FONT / BUCKWHEAT

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

BUCKWHEAT-CLEAN [FLAT]
UPPERCASE GLYPHS

BUCKWHEAT TC SVG (TEXTURED)
UPPERCASE GLYPHS

Buckwheat is our primary headline font and should always be used in all 

caps. The lowercase glyphs appear to be capitals but are actually shorter 

and should be avoided. Buckwheat TC SVG is the brush textured version and 

should be used for all display headlines larger than 30pt.

TYPOGRAPHY
Herschel is an all-caps display font that contrasts the bolder Buckwheat.  

Text should be typed out using lowercase glyphs, while uppercase glyphs 

(swashes) should be used sparingly. In most cases, a swash on the first letter  

of a sentence or headline is just right. The exception to this rule is the lowercase 

"y", which should be avoided altogether.

SECONDARY FONT / HERSCHEL

UPPERCASE GLYPHS

LOWERCASE GLYPHS

ADDITIONAL GLYPHS

A B C D E F GH I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U VWX Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k lm
n o p q r s t u vw x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
# % & $ £ © ® ™ ≈ ≠ ≤ ≥ ‰ ¼ ½ ¾
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Tertiary fonts should be used sparingly, one word or phrase at a time, in order 

to add an additional level of contrast or texture to a message.

TERTIARY FONTS

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t
u v w x y z  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ABCD E FGH I J K LM 
NOPQR ST UVWXYZ

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A B C D E F G H I J K L m
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

BUCKWHEAT SCRIPT PAINTED

ACRYLIC HAND THICK SVG
UPPERCASE GLYPHS

ACRYLIC HAND SERIF
UPPERCASE GLYPHS

TYPOGRAPHY

LEGAL FONT / BERTHOLD AKZIDENZ GROTESK  
MEDIUM CONDENSED

UPPERCASE GLYPHS

APPEARS ON NAVY

R

G

B

R

G

B

C
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Y

K

C

M

Y

K

212

206

191

212

206

191

40% OPACITY
#D4CEBF

100% OPACITY
#0D162E

16

15

23

0

16

15

23

0

APPEARS ON YELLOW

leading equal
to font size

-20pt tracking

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR EST

LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR EST
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Every William Hill headline is crafted from a 

variety of elements. This means that there are 

no hard and fast rules to follow, however, the 

following techniques may be combined to create 

the proper heritage effect:

Mix, don't match
Bold and condensed, Serif and Sans Serif, or 

large and small. Typography choices should 

amplify the most important parts of the message.

Arched type
Arched type can either frame the headline on top 

and bottom (example right) or add emphasis to a 

highlighted word (see next page). 

Yellow highlight
Emphasize important words in yellow to create 

visual hierarchy.

TYPOGRAPHY
headline principles
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1. Use yellow to bring attention to important 

words or phrases—never the entire sentence.

2. Play with scale. Mixing large and small sizes 

helps headlines stand out.

3. When in doubt, often two font styles can be 

enough, even for longer headlines. Don't use 

every font in the system in one headline.

4. When warping type, set the style to "arc" and 

the bend to between 7% and 25%. 

5. Use Buckwheat Script font sparingly. Never 

use it for an entire headline. One or two words is 

just enough to stand out.

6. Don't be afraid to go big.

Additional notes:

Use the examples at right for guidance but in 

general, leading should be kept tight and even 

among the various font families. Tracking should 

be set at –25, and may even get tighter as the 

headline size increases.

TYPOGRAPHY
headline guidelines

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5. 6. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY
image selection

When selecting the images, pay attention to the 

following criteria:

No officially licensed logos, brand colors, or 

athlete representations. All athlete images must 

be generic and royalty free.

Focus on the small moments that make up the 

game. Cropping into the perfect catch or the 

one toe that stayed in bounds adds interest and 

anticipation to images that otherwise lack the 

stopping power of pro athletes. 

Any athlete or fan must represent ages 

21 and over. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY
full color

1.  Start with a full-color photo. 2. Add a photo filter adjustment layer. Add the  
    Warming Filter (85); set density to 25%.

3. Add another layer and place the 
    Pattern Fill effect; scale at 100%. 

4. Insert a textured background on top of all  
     previous layers. 
     Texture: WH_Texture_Black_Photo.psd

black and white

1.  Start with a full-color photo. 2. Add a photo filter adjustment layer. Add the  
     Warming Filter (85); set density to 25%.

3. Add another layer and place the 
    Pattern Fill effect; scale at 100%. 

3. Add an adjustment layer called Black 
    and White.

4. Insert a textured background on top of all  
     previous layers. 
     Texture: WH_Texture_Black_Photo.psd
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Do not put a color overlay on top of any image.

Do not color tint any image. 

PHOTOGRAPHY
don'ts

Do not leave any image unedited.

Do not enlarge the pattern overlay.  
Keep it minimal. 
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In the following pages, we will demonstrate how 

to lock up a sponsor or partner’s logo with the 

William Hill wordmark. A few things to keep in 

mind when creating your own:

1. The space between the divider and each logo 

measures the height of the “I” in Hill.

2. The height of our partner’s logo roughly 

measures three times the height of the “I” in Hill.

COBRANDING
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Vertical Lockup—Cobranding logo is of equal balance with William Hill logo. 

Vertical Lockup—William Hill logo is dominant against cobranding logo.

COBRANDING

Horizontal Lockup—Cobranding logo is of equal balance against William Hill logo. 

Horizontal Lockup—William Hill logo is dominant against cobranding logo.

PARTNER 
LOGO

PARTNER 
LOGO

PARTNER 
LOGO

PARTNER 
LOGO
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WH_Banner_300x600.psd

299x599

BANNER TEMPLATES

A few notes about button styles:

Text for all CTA buttons is set in Herschel, 

with no swash letters.

CTA text is centered and tracking at –50.

The outline stroke is 4px thick.

Use yellow text on navy backgrounds and 

navy text on white backgrounds.

get in on
the action

WH_Banner_160x600.psd

059x599
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869x149

WH_Banner_970x250_CLOCK.psd

WH_Banner_970x250.psd

BANNER TEMPLATES

299x149

FRAME 1

FRAME 3

FRAME 2

FRAME 4

WH_Banner_300x250.psd
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0819x0979 799x799

WH_Banner_Social_Template.psd

WH_Banner_Social_Template.psd

SOCIAL POSTS TEMPLATES

SNAPCHAT

SNAP AD TEMPLATE SNAP AD CREATIVE TEMPLATE / 0819x0979

WH_SnapchatComp.psd

The Snapchat template 

takes into consideration the 

Snapchat interface that will 

be covering a portion of the 

creative asset supplied. Be 

sure to only design in the 

live area illustrated by the 

template.

WH_Banner_Social_Template.psd
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SOCIAL POSTS TEMPLATES
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SOCIAL POSTS TEMPLATES
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HORIZONTAL

WH_OOH_Horizontal_V1_Template.psd

OOH BANNERS

VERTICAL

WH_OOH_Vertical_Template.psd
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